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ORAL WORK 
 

A. Guess the device. There can be more than one correct answer. 

 

Helps to enter data KEYBOARD 

Prints a hard copy PRINTER 

Helps us to hear processed data SPEAKER 

Displays the output MONITOR 

Stores data PENDRIVE 

 

 

B. Why is the CPU known as the brain of a computer? 

Ans: The central processing unit is responsible for processing all the data fed in by the user. 

 

C. What would have happened if the computer system was without a VDU? Discuss in the class. 

Ans: VDU or visual display unit is known as monitor of computer. It displays both text and graphics. 

If the computer system was without a VDU, then we cannot see text, picture, etc. It will be useless. 

 

D. Name the following. 

 

An input device , where data can be entered by touching with a finger KEYBOARD 

Like a ball mouse ,but upside down JOYSTICK 

Visual Display Unit is it’s another name MONITOR 

Another name for printout HARDCOPY 

Produces audible output SPEAKER 

Digital camera is a form of which device? WEBCAM 

It is often found in laptop computers and PDAs TOUCH PAD 



WRITTEN WORK: 

 

A. Fill in the blanks. 

 

1. Computer is a machine that processes data. 

2. Processed data is called information. 

3. We fed data and instruction into a computer. 

4. The result obtained from a computer is called the output. 

5. Output displayed on the monitor is called the soft copy. 

6. Output from a printer is called a hard copy. 
 

B. Write short answers. 

1. List 3 steps that every computer follows to perform a task. 

Ans:  3 steps that follows computer to perform a task are:- 

i. Input  

ii. Process 

iii. Output 

 

2. How do we feed data and instructions into the computer? 

Ans: We feed data and instruction into the computer through keyboard, mouse, touch pad etc. 

 

3. Which part of the computer processes data? 

Ans: CPU processes data of the computer. 

 

4. Name any four input devices. 

                  Ans: Four input devices are:- 

i. Keyboard 

ii. Mouse 

iii. Scanner 

iv. Touch pad 

 

5. Name any four output devices. 

Ans: Four output devices are:- 

i. Monitor 

ii. Printer 

iii. Plotter 

iv. Speaker 

 

C. How are they different? 

1. Data and information  

DATA: 

i. Raw facts that have been collected but not organised are called data. 

ii. Data may consist of numbers, words, sounds and images which have no specific 

meaning. 

                 INFORMATION: 

i. When data is organised in a useful way, it is called information. 

ii. Information must be accurate, complete and should be given at the right time. 

 



2. Input and output 

INPUT: 

i. When a computer or device is receiving a command or signal from outer sources, it is 

called input. 

                   OUTPUT: 

i. Data generated by a computer is referred to as output. 

 

3. Input device and output device 

INPUT DEVICE:  

i. It helps us in giving inputs to the computer. 

ii. These inputs can be in the form of text, sound, or a drawing. 

iii. Ex: keyboard, mouse 

                   

 

                    OUTPUT DEVICE: 

i. It is used to display information and the results. 

ii. Ex : Monitor, Printer 

 

4. Hard copy and soft copy 

HARD COPY: The document printed on paper is called a hard copy. 

SOFT COPY: The document that is in the computer as a file is called a soft copy. 

 

D. Identify what will be the process/output required to complete the task. 

 

 Device Input Process Output 

1 Oven Pizza Base, Toppings and Cheese Bake Ready Pizza 

2 Gas Stove Maggie Noodles, Water and Masala Boil for 2 minutes Ready Maggie 

3 Blender Milk, Strawberry Syrup, Sugar Blend Strawberry Milk shake 

 

 

E. Identify the device given below and write whether they are input devices or output devices. 

 

                                                                                        
 

Input device (Joystick)                                                                           Input device (Touch pad) 

 

                                                                                     
  

   Input device (Digital camera)                                                            Output device (Plotter)  



 

F. Discuss how scanner and digital camera can be useful in capturing pictures for the school magazine. 

Ans: Scanner are used to scan an image directly to the memory of the computer. We can scan 

image and can modify them for our school magazine. 

   

Digital camera is used to store photographs/ videos. So we can click photograph for our school 

magazine. 

 

G. Avon Fashions is a garment company. 

1. Suggest an input device that they should use to capture pictures from magazines to be put into 

the computer. 

Ans: Digital Camera 

2. Suggest an input devices to click photographs of models wearing their company’s garments and 

then store those pictures into the computer. 

Ans: Digital Camera 

3. Discuss the benefits of using barcodes and barcode readers for the company. 

Ans: Benefits of using Barcodes: 

i. It eliminates the possibility of human error. 

ii. It provides better data. 

iii. Data obtained through barcodes is available rapidly. 

iv. Barcodes are extremely versatile. 

 

                   Benefits of using Barcode reader: 

i. Barcode reader reads barcode that given items in the form of parallel line. 

 

 

H. Distinguish between the following pairs. 

 

 

1. Input device and output device 

Input Device Output Device 

a) Device that helps us in giving inputs to 
the computer 

b) They can be in the form of text, sound 
or a drawing. 

c) Ex: Mouse, Keyboard 

a) It is used to display information and 
the results. 

b) Ex: Monitor 

 

2. Touch pad and touch screen 

Touch Pad Touch screen 

a) It is usually found in Laptops and 
PDA’s. 

b) It is used instead of a regular mouse. 
c) We move our fingers on the touch 

pad and pointer moves accordingly on 
the screen. 

a) It is a screen through which data is 
entered by directly touching it with a 
finger. 

b) For example:- ATM machines. 

 

 

 

 



3.  Monitors and LCD Monitors 

CRT Monitors LCD Monitors 

a) CRT monitors are cathode Ray tube 
monitors. 

b) CRT monitors are heavy. 

a) LCD monitors are liquid crystal diode 
monitors. 

b) LCD are light and takes less power. 

 

I. Match the columns. 

Column A Column B 

1. Digital camera d. is used to capture and store photographs 

2. MICR c. is used to read cheque 

3. Touch screen b. Data can be entered through it by just touching 

4. Graphic tablet e. is used to draw images directly into the computer 

5. Scanner a.is used to input text and images without typing 

   

J. Answer the following questions. 

1. Why a keyboard is generally called a QWERTY keyboard? 

Ans: The QWERTY Keyboard is the standard typewriter QWERTY refers to the first six letters on 

the upper row of the keyboard. 

 

2. Why is a touchpad often used as input device in laptops? 

Ans: Touch pad is used instead of a regular mouse. Through touchpad, we can give input to 

laptops. We move our fingers on the touch pad and pointer moves accordingly on the screen. 

 

3. When is a touch screen preferred as an input device? 

Ans: Touch screen preferred as an input device at ATM machine, Metro stations, Metro 

cards/tokens. 

 

4. Write the purpose of a Magnetic Ink Character Reader. 

Ans: The purpose of a magnetic Ink Character Reader is to read the numbers at the bottom of a 

cheque. 

 

5. Name the parallel printed lines of different thickness on item packs available in the 

supermarkets. 

Ans: The parallel printed lines of different thickness on item packs available in the supermarkets 

is known as barcode. 

 

6. How do OMR sheets help in checking answer sheets quickly? 

Ans: OMR uses light to detect the position of shaded boxes which are marked as answers by a 

student and mark accordingly. 

 

7. How is a graphic tablet useful in drawing on a computer? 

Ans: Graphic tablet has a flat surface and comes with a stylus. By using stylus one can draw 

anything on a computer. 

 

8. Write names of three different types of printers. 

Ans: Three Different types of printers are 

1) Inkjet Printer 

2) Dot matrix Printer 

3) Laser Printer 



 

K. Fill in the blanks. 

1. A standard computer keyboard is often called a QWERTY keyboard. 

 

2. An optical mouse uses a light beam and points to detect the movement of the mouse. 

 

3. Light pen is used to draw images on the screen. 

 

4. Touchscreens are also used in smart phones and tablet computer. 

 

5. A OCR scanner can be held in our hand. 

 

6. Barcode can be read using a Bar code reader. 

 

7. CRT monitors are heavy and take up a lot of space. 

 

8. A plotter is used by engineers and architects. 


